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Abstract:
Research Summary "Zu EL Qarnain" The journey and personal The importance of the study is to clarify some historical facts
such as the identification of the character of "Zu EL Qarnain", And to Identify the ultimate west and east of the sun, and the
reasons for the presence of Nations "Yagog and Magog" in the far north-east of the earth, And the location of the dam Which
established by "Zu EL Qarnain". The method used in the study is a critical analytical approach to the historical events related
to the subject of the study in order to reach the desired historical truth. The difficulties of the study are that they occur in
distant periods of time; this has resulted in a lack of historical information pertaining to those time periods, as well as the
conflicting information of some scientists, historians on the identification of the character of "Zu EL Qarnain" and his news,
such as the identification of the region reached in the Far of west, And the nations he found there. The study is divided into an
introduction, a preface, and two main sections. In the preface I discussed the connection between the story of "Zu EL Qarnain"
and Islamic history, especially the period of the Prophet's mission. The first part of the study was titled "The Journey of Zu EL
Qarnain", It touched on the news of "Zu EL Qarnain" trips in the Far west and East, and the associated events. The second part
of the study entitled "Personality of Zu EL Qarnain", dealt with the criticism and analysis of the views of many historians in
the person of " Zu EL Qarnain" whether a king or a prophet or One of the great rulers.
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